If in the ordinary theory of rational numbers we consider a composite integer m as modulus, and if from among the classes of congruent integers with respect to that modulus we select those which are prime to the modulus, they form a well-known multiplicative group, which has been called by Weber (Algebra, vol. 2, 2d edition, p. 60), the most important example of a finite abelian group. In the more general theory of numbers in an algebraic field we may in a corresponding manner take as modulus a composite ideal, which includes as a special case a composite principal ideal, that is, an integer in the field, and if we regard all those integers of the field which are congruent to one another with respect to the modulus as forming a class, and if we select those classes whose integers are prime to the modulus, they also will form a finite abelian group f under multiplication.
The investigation of the nature of this group is the object of the present paper.
I shall confine my attention, however, to a quadratic number-field, and shall determine the structure of the group of classes of congruent quadratic integers with respect to any composite ideal modulus whatever.
Several distinct cases arise depending on the nature of the prime ideal factors of the modulus ; for every case I shall find a complete system of independent generators of the group.
Exactly as in the simpler theory of rational numbers it will appear that the solution of the problem depends essentially on the case in which the modulus is a prime-power ideal, that is, a power of a prime ideal.
The most important case, however, is probably that in which the modulus is a rational principal ideal or in other words a rational integer ; therefore a separate discussion will be given of this case. Another interesting case is that in which the group is »Presented to the Society (Chicago), April 9, 1909. cyclic and primitive roots exist ; this case arises in a variety of ways, all of which will be enumerated, and the corresponding primitive roots given.
Preliminary notions.
1. Let m he any rational integer whose prime factors are all distinct, and let to = vm, if m = 2 or 3 (mod 4), and to = í( 1 + V«»), if m = 1 (mod 4) ; then in the quadratic number-field defined by fm the numbers a + bio, where a and o are rational integers, are said to be the integers of the field, or simply quadratic integers.
The factorization of quadratic integers, although apparently capricious and utterly lawless, has been shown to be really amenable to reason, when considered from the standpoint of, and in connexion with, certain artificial quantities called ideals.
For an elementary and detailed discussion of ideals in a quadratic number-field, illustrated by concrete examples, see Sommer's recent book Vorlesungen über Zahlentheorie,* especially pages 36-59. Unless otherwise stated, the notation and nomenclature used by Sommer will be followed in this paper.
Thus rational integers will be denoted by Roman letters a,b, etc., quadratic integers by Greek letters a, ß, etc., and principal ideals (Hauptideale) by the symbols (a), (a), etc. But ideals in general will be denoted by capitals ^4,7"*, etc., except that the particular letters G, II, J will be reserved for groups.
2. Let A be any ideal of the number-field (Zahlkörper) k(Vwi); the number of integers of the field that form a complete system of residues with respect to the modulus A, that is, the number of classes of congruent integers with respect to A, is equal to the norm of A , n(A).
Among these classes those which are prime to A, <î> ( A ) in number, where the <ï>-function is a generalization of Filler's cp-function,j-evidently form an abelian multiplicative group G, of order <t> ( A ).
However, it will be more convenient to let the group be made up, not of the classes themselves, but of <& ( A ) quadratic integers, one chosen from each class.
In other words we shall select from a complete system of residues those which are prime to the modulus, thus forming what will be called a reduced system of residues, and regard them as the elements of the group. This is legitimate, provided we agree that the product of two elements a and ß of the group is congruent to a third element 7 of the group, aß = 7 (mod ^4), and not necessarily equal to it.
The rational integer 1 can always be taken to be the identical element of the group. *The reader of this book should be on the lookout for a number of minor errors and some rather misleading statements.
Reference will also be made to Hilbert's Bericht in the Jahresbericht der Deutschen Mathematiker-Vereinigung, vol. 4 (1897) , pages [181] [182] [183] [184] [185] [186] [187] [188] [189] [190] [191] [192] [193] [194] , for the source of much of the material in Sommer's book, and to Bachmann's Neuere Zahlentheorie, Sammlung Schubert, for an introduction to the theory of algebraic numbers, in which the author, like Sommer, confines himself to the quadratic field.
t Sommer 1. c, pp. 78-81.
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3. In studying this group we shall first take up the case in which the modulus A is a power of a prime ideal 7', say A = Pk.
If A is itself prime ( k = 1 ), it is known that the group is cyclic, and therefore that primitive roots exist with respect to a prime ideal P (Sommer^ 1. c, .
In order to investigate the case k > 1, it will be necessary to consider separately the three kinds of prime ideals, those of the first grade, both unambiguous and ambiguous, and those of the second grade (Sommer, 1. c, p. 48 and p. 53) . Let p be a rational prime such that the principal ideal (p) is divisible by the prime ideal P, and let P' he the conjugate of 7*; then the three kinds of prime ideals may be briefly characterized as follows :
unambiguous, PP' = (p), P' 4= P, ambiguous, F2 = (p).
Second grade ; P = (p).
Again, if P is of the first grade, n(Pk) = pk and <I>(Pk) = pk~l(p -1), and if P is of the second grade, n(Pk) = p2k and 4>(P4) =p2k~2(p2 -1). It will also be necessary to distinguish between different values of the rational prime p, according as p = 2, p = 3, or p > 3, and again between different forms of m, according as m = 1, 2, or 3 (mod 4).
From the canonical forms of the bases of the different kinds of prime ideals, as given by Hubert (Bericht, and Sommer (pp. 59-63), the corresponding canonical forms of the bases of their ktlx powers are easily derived and will be assumed in what follows.
Case I. P an Unambiguous Prime of the First Grade.
4. In this case P = (p, a + co) and Pk = (jf, ak + co); since the coefficient of co in the basis of the modulus is 1, every integer in the field is congruent to some rational integer, and we may choose as a complete system of residues with respect to the modulus the rational integers 0. 1, • • •, pk -1. Now those which are prime to Pk are precisely those which are prime to p ; so if we strike out from this complete system of residues those integers which are divisible hy p, we shall have left pk~l(p -1) residues, one from each of the classes forming the group in question.
In this first case, therefore, the group is simply isomorphic with the corresponding group in the rational number-field, and its generators can be written down immediately.
There are two types, depending on the value of p. Type 1. p>2.
5. Thus, if p > 2, G is a cyclic group and can be generated by a single element of period pk~l (p -1).
But it can also be generated by two indepen-dent elements, one of period p -1 and the other of period p>h~l ; and the latter choice of generators will be found more convenient for our purpose. Throughout this paper, similarly, the periods of the generators will always be chosen in such a way that no period shall be divisible both by p and by another prime factor.
Let us take 1 + p as generator of period ph~x, if k > 1 ; if k = 1, it reduces to the identical element and no longer figures as a generator.
To find a generator of period p -l,letfxhe a primitive root of the rational prime p ; with respect to the modulus Pk,f will be of period p'(p -1), where i < k, and f = ff will be of period p -1. Therefore we shall take f and 1 + p as the two required independent generators, of periods p -1 and pk~l, respectively.
Type 2. p=2.
6. If p mm 2, we obtain the second type, which is a non-cyclic group of order 2k~l, having the invariants 2, 2k~2(k~> 2). Its generators will be taken to be -1 of period 2, and 5 of period 2k~2. If k = 2, there is only one generator, -1 of period 2 ; and ifk = 1, the group is of order 1.
Case IL P an Ambiguous Prime Ideal.
7. In this case P is necessarily of the first grade and its norm p is a factor of the discriminant d of the number-field.
Since P2 = (p), every even power of P is a rational principal ideal, P2" = (ps), and every odd power is equal to P multiplied by a rational principal ideal, P2,+l = (p')-P. This case will be found to give rise to five distinct types of groups, in two of which p > 2 and in the other three p = 2 . Subcase IIa. p > 2.
8. By reference to Sommer's text, pages 59-63, we see that if m = 2 or 3 (mod 4), P = (p, Vw), and that if m = 1 (mod 4), then
It will be convenient to combine these two cases into one by introducing the symbol b(, defined by the equations cùx = co = V m, if m = 2 or 3 ( mod 4 ), p -1 p + V»i 2~ + m= 2 -(-a>= 9 , ifm=l( mod 4 ).
In both cases, therefore, we may write P=(p,eox).
[April 9. Further, raising both sides of this equation to even and to odd powe s, respectively, we have
In order to obtain a notation by means of which the even and the odd powers of P can be considered together, we again introduce new symbols, r and s, defined by the equations
where k is a positive rational integer, and [oe] means the largest rational integer = x. It follows that if k = 2s, r = s, and if k = 2s + 1, r = s + 1, and in either case k = r + s. By means of these symbols the two equations (1) can be replaced by the single equation
10. Since m = 0 (modp) and (oi,) is not prime to (p), we can select as a reduced system of residues with respect to the modulus Pk the quadratic integers u + vcûx , in which v takes all rational integral values from 0 to p' -1, inclusive, and u takes all rational integral values from 1 to pr -1, inclusive, except those which are divisible by p.
This gives p" values to v and p'~x(p -1) values to u, and therefore furnishes pr+'~1(p -1) residues for the reduced system. This agrees with the formula ep(Pk) = pk~1(p -1 ) for the order of the group, since r + s = k.
A more convenient choice of residues for our purpose, however, is u + v Vwi, where u and v have the same values as before.
If mm 2 or 3 ( mod 4 ), «a = V»t and the residues are also the same as before ; if m m 1 ( mod 4 ), «a, = \(p + -fm) and the residues are different, but still form a reduced system, as is evident from the formula? ■fm mm -p + 2C0X , tox = -p -ñ-ñ-Vw (mod Pk).
11. Under this subcase all the groups are, for p > 3, of a single type, the third ; while if p = 3, another type, the fourth, also occurs.
In either type, however, it is immediately evident that the quadratic integers having rational residues form a cyclic subgroup analogous to type 1, and generated, therefore, by two rational integers, viz., g, of period p -1, and ( if r > 1 ) 1 -f p, of period f-\ lfp = c\,g=-l.'
12. Among the irrational elements of the group (if k > 1 ) the integer 1+ Am suggests itself as probably an available independent generator of period p'. This conjecture will be found to be correct, if p > 3, and sometimes, but not always, correct, if p = 3.
Here the word independent means independent of the rational residues.
Theorem. If k > 1,1 + ym is an independent generator of period p" with respect to the modulus Pk = (pr, p'tof) in every case except that in which /> = 3 and m = -3 ( »zo(Z 9 ).
Proof.
By means of the binomial theorem we obtain the formula ,-. . " . , pl -1 m , I" p(p' -1)(»' -2) ml f-(i + ^ymi+P>+>.p~T-.j+p<\i+P(P 2y-¿.-J*.
(moddp'+2, pi+2 V»i),
where the coefficients are apparently rational fractions, but really integers. Putting i = s in this congruence, and noting that i + 1 =r, we see that
(1 -f Am)1'' = 1 (mod Pk) and therefore that 1 + V«i has a period which is a divisor of p' and will have a period exactly equal to p" and will be independent of the rational residues, if its (p"~} )th power is irrational. Putting i = s -1 in formula (2), we see that (1 -f Amf"l = 1 +ps--9-+f~x y \'»í (moddp"+\ p*+lVm), where , 1,P(P^ -1)(^'"'-2) « V~ + 2-3 >"
Hence (1 + -fm)1'"'1 will have an irrational residue with respect to the modulus (pr, p"tol) , if y =£ 0 (mod p). This is the case when ^)>3; for then y = 1 (mod p) : it is also the case, when p = 3 and tn = 3 (mod 9) ; for then y =1 + im = 2 (mod 3). The only other possibility, since p > 2, is p = 3 and «i = -3 (mod 9). But this supposition makes y = 0 (mod 3), and the argument fails.
The theorem is therefore proved.
Type 3. p > 3, or p = 3 <mcZ »i = 3 (mod 9).
13. This theorem enables us to complete the determination of the third type of group.
Thus if P is an ambiguous prime ideal and if either p ;> 3 or p> = 3 and m = 3 (mod 9), then the group of reduced residues with respect to the modulus Pk = (pr, p" tox ) is generated by the three independent elements g, .1 + Am * (if k > 1), and 1 + p (if k> 2), whose periods are p -1, p\ and pr~x, respectively.
In other words every quadratic integer a, prime to the modulus, is expressible in one and only one way as a product of the form a = r/" ( 1 + Vni )"2 (1 + p )"3 ( mod Pk ) , * It is to be noticed that ifmoil (mod 4), 1 + \m = 2u.
[April where the exponents nx, n2, and «3 are residues with respect to the corresponding periods p -1, p", and pr~x, respectively, and will be called the indices of a. If these indices range independently over complete systems of residues as to their respective moduli, the quadratic integer a will range over the entire group G.
A similar definition of indices applies, of course, to every type of group.
14. It is evident that the elements whose periods are powers of p all have residues of the form 1 + pu + v Am and constitute a Sylow subgroup 77 of order p*~x, generated by 1 + Am and 1 + p.
It may easily be verified that the system of residues of the form 1 +plu+p}vAm, where i andj are fixed exponents such that 1 = i = r and 0 =j = s, constitute a group (a subgroup of F of order pk~%~j), if, and only if, i = 2j + 1. Again, an element a is of periodp'(i = s), if, and only if, it is expressible in the form a = 1 +pr-'u + p^'v Am (mod 7-"),
where u and v ave not both divisible by p.
Type 4. p = 2>,m=-3 (mod 9).
15. We now come to the exceptional case in which p == 3, m 3 -3 (mod 9), and therefore Pk = (3r, 3*ta,); it gives rise to another type of group, the fourth ; 1 + Am is no longer available as a generator, because it is not, in general, independent of the rational residues.
Let F, as before, be the subgroup of G whose elements are of the form 1 + Su + v Am and whose order is 3*_1, and let J( k > 1 ) be the subgroup of 77 whose elements are of the form 1 + Su + Sv Am and whose order is 3*~2.
From the formula (1 + 3 Amf = 1 + 3i+1 Am (modd 3;+3, 3i+3 Am) it is immediately clear that 1 + 3 Am is of period 3S_I and independent of the rational residues, and consequently that if k > 3, J has two independent generators, which can be taken to be 4 and 1 + 3 Am, of periods 3r_1 and 3*_1, respectively.
16. We wish to show that, if k > 3, 77 has the invariants ( 3r_1, 3'-1, 3 ) and three independent generators, including those of J and one additional generator X of period 3. This conclusion can be drawn the moment it is proved that H contains an element of period 3 not contained in J, that is, an element (3) X = x + y Am, such that (4) \3 = 1 (modP4) and (5) ym\=0 (mod 3).
It is unnecessary to write 1 + 3m for x ; the conditions (4) and (5) are sufficient to show that X occurs in 77. From the abstract properties of the group F we know that if there exists one such element X, there must exist exactly eighteen, any one of which will suffice as an independent generator of F and therefore also of G.
17. Theorem. Ifx and y are rational integers satisfying the congruences
4j-y2=-l (modS'-1), 8>1, then X = x + y Am will satisfy conditions (4) and (5). Proof. (5) is an immediate consequence of (7). To show that (4) is also satisfied, we use the formula yyi / fry \ _ 8X3 = ( 2x Y + 9 • 2x • 4 • j ■ y2 + 6y l áx2 + 4 j y2 J Am, from which, in view of (6) and (7) and the congruence (2cc)3 m -1 (mod 3r), derived from (6), we obtain the result
and therefore also (4). 18. Since in (6) and (7) the coefficients of x and y ave prime to 3, and since in (7) 4»i/3 and -1 are both non-squares, mod 3, therefore these two congruences can always be solved for x and y, and X exists.
Moreover, they have one and two solutions, respectively, which give three and six incongruent solutions, with respect to the moduli 3r and 3% and determine eighteen distinct values of X of the form (x+zy Am) + (3r_1w + S'~lv Am), where u, v = 0, 1, 2.
These are precisely the eighteen residues of period 3 not contained in J. Hence (6) and (7) are necessary as well as sufficient conditions that X = x + y Am be an independent generator of period 3.
19. In order to extend the application of the theorem to the cases k = 2 and k = 3, in which s = 1, we shall restrict x and y, in those cases, to the value 1. This will agree with the obvious fact that 1 + Am is an independent generator of period 3 with respect to the moduli ( 3, Stox ) and ( 9, Stox ). Moreover, when the modulus is ( 9, 9ÉB, ), congruences (6) and (7) show that 1 + Am is again a generator of period 3 ; but when the modulus is (27, §tox), 4 + Am is the corresponding generator.
It is to be noticed that the solution of (6) can be written X=l + S+ .-■ + Sr~2 (mod 3'-1).
There is one case in which the generator of period 3 is a rational multiple of 1 + Am for all values of k, and that is when tn = -3 ; in that case (7) takes the form (2y)2 = 1 (mod 3S_1 ) and is satisfied by y = x; therefore X = a; ( 1 + Am ), where x is a root of the congruence (6).
[April 20. The results obtained for type 4 may be summarized as follows : If m = -3 (wíoíZ 9) and if Pk = (Sr, S'tox) is a power of an ambiguous prime ideal whose norm is 3, then the group of reduced residues, mod Pk, is generated by -1 of period 2, if k = 1 ; ifk~>l, the quadratic integer X determined by (3), (6), and (7), is an independent generator of period 3 ; if ky> 2, 4 is another independent generator of period 3r_1; and if ky> 3, 1.+ 3 Am is still another, and the last, independent generator of period 3"_1. The third power of every element of 77 is obviously equal to the third power of some element of J and is therefore of the form 1 -f 9 ( u + v Am ). More generally, the 3'-th power of every element of 77 is of the form 1 + 3i+1 (u+v Am).
21. Examples. To illustrate the difference between the third and fourth types, take first the case where m = -6, p = 3, and A = P* = (9, 9 A-6) ;
here G is of type 3 and is generated by -1 of period 2, 4 of period 3, and a = 1 + A-6 of period 9. The cyclic subgroup of order 9 generated by a may be written out as follows :
Subcase llb. p = 2.
22. Here we shall find three new types of groups, the fifth, sixth, and seventh, depending on the value of m.
If m = 2 (mod 4), P = (2, Am), A = Pk = ( 2r, 2" Am), and G is of the fifth type ; while if m = S ( mod 4 ), P = (2, 1 + Am), A =Pk=(2r, 2s + 2°Am), and G is of the sixth or seventh type according as m = 3 or 7 ( mod 8 ) ; m cannot be = 1 ( mod 4 ), since in that case p would not be a factor of the discriminant d.
In all three types the rational residues form a subgroup J of order 2r_1 generated by -1, of period 2, and (if r > 2 ) 5, of period 2r~2. In all three types, also, the case k = 1 is trivial and will be left out of account, since G is then of order 1. lype 5. «i = 2 ( mod 4 ). 23 . In this case the modulus is F = (2r, 2"Am), and since m is even, the elements of G are the residues u + v Am, where u takes the odd values 1, 3, • • •, 2'' -1, and v ranges over all the integral values from 0 to 2" -1. The group is easily disposed of, because only one irrational generator, 1 + Am, is needed.
The latter is of period 2" and independent of the rational residues, exactly as in type 3 ( § 12, Theorem).
For in the formula
which is easily verified, we see, by putting i = s and s -1 in turn, that the 2*-th power of 1 -)-Am is = 1 ( mod Pk ) and that the 2'_1-th power is irrational. Therefore the independent generators of G can be taken to be 1 + Am ( if k > 1 ), -1 ( if k >» 2 ), and 5 ( if k > 4 ), and their jteriods are 2', 2, and 2r~i, respectively.
24. On the other hand, if m = 3 (mod 4), the modulus is P"= ( 2r, 2S+ 2' Am).
In both the resulting types of groups the elements are of the form u + v (1 + Am) in which u is odd, or in other words they are of the form u + v Am in which one of the coefficients ti, v is odd and the other even.
In both types there is the same subgroup J formed by the rational residues, and also the same independent irrational generator of period 2*_1, namely 1 + 2 Vwi • For by expanding in powers of 1 + Am and noting that (1+ Am)2 = 2Ím~-+(l+ Am)\ we easily derive the formula
and by putting i = s -1 and s -2 in turn, we infer that the 2*_1-th power of 1 + 2 Am is = 1 (mod A) and that the 2"~2-th power is irrational. So far we have accounted for just half the group G ; for J and 1 + 2 \»i generate a subgroup 77 of index 2 formed by those residues u + v \»i for which ti is odd and v even.
The other half of the group consists of the residues for which u is even and v odd.
It will now be necessary to distinguish between the two cases m = 3 and m = 7 (mod 8).
Type 6. m = 3 (mod 8).
25. Recalling the well-known fact that in the rational subgroup J the elements which are =. ± 3 (mod 8).are all of period 2,_2(r> 2), while those which are = ± 1 (mod 8) are all of lower period (r > 3), we see that in this case m is of period 2r~2(r > 2) and that J is generated by -1 and m. Now Am is an element of G, but not of 77, whose square is m.
It is therefore of period Or-i ' r -^ 2 ) an(j independent of -1 ; since its even powers are rational, it is also independent of 1 + 2 Am. Consequently, if r > 2, we may choose as three independent generators of the group G, Am ,1 + 2 Am, and -1, whose periods are 2r_1, 2S_1, and 2, respectively.
This conclusion requires a slight modification to cover the cases r = 1 and r =2.
It is easy to verify the following : if k = 2 (r = 1, s = 1 ), G is generated by Am, of period 2 ; if k = S (r = 2, s = 1), G is generated by Am, of period 4; if & = 4 (?• = 2, s = 2), G is generated by Am, of period 4. and 1 + 2 Vwi, of period 2. Every case will be included in the statement that Am is an independent generator of G, whose period is 2r, if k = 2, 3, or 4, and 2r_I, if& > 4 y i/"Ä;>3,l +2 Vm is another independent generator, of period 2'_1y erad Í7& > 4, -1 ¿s s¿i¿Z another independent generator, of period 2.
Type 7. m = 7 ( mod 8 ).
26. In this case the period of m is < 2r~2 (r > 3 ) and that of Vwi is < 2'-1.
But it is easy to find an element p of period 4, not contained in 77, which, together with 5 and 1 + 2 Am, will generate G.
If one such element exists, there must be exactly thirty-two, if r > 2, since the invariants of G are 2r~2, 2'-1, and 4.
It will be sufficient to put (8) it. mm % Am and determine a; as a rational integer satisfying the congruence (9) mx2 = -1 (mod2r-1).
For since /¿2,= -1 (mod 2r_1), therefore p* = 1 (mod 2r), and p is of period 4 ; since the powers of 5 are all congruent to 1 (mod 8), p is independent of 5 ; and since fi? is rational, p is independent of 1+2 Am. Moreover, since m = -1 (mod 8), the congruence mx2 = -1 (mod 8) and therefore also the congruence (9), can always be solved, and the element \x, can always be found.
27. If r = 2, the congruence (9) evidently still holds and determines the generator Am, of period 4. But if r = 1 and k = 2, it will be necessary to define x = l as the corresponding root of (9) in order to obtain the generator Vwi ; and moreover, its period in this case is 2 instead of 4.
Our final result is, therefore, that the quadratic integer p, defined by (8) and (9), is an independent generator whose period is 2, if k = 2, and 4, if k~> 2; if k > 3, 1 + 2 Am is another independent generator, of period 2S_1; and if k > 4, 5 is still another independent generator, of period 2T~2.
If k < 9, and therefore >• < 5, the simplest solution of (9) is x = 1 and the simplest choice of the generator fi is Am. If k = 9, this simple form is no longer in general available ; but there is one case in which it is available for every value of k, and that is when m = -1. In that case the elements V-1, 1+2
V-1, and 5 always generate the group. 28. Examples.
To illustrate types 5, 6, and 7, let m be chosen to be 2, 29. In this case P = (p) = (p, 2110), that is, the prime ideal is a rational principal ideal, and its norm is ^;2. Further, Pk = (pk) = (jtk, pkco). Since co and p are relatively prime, every quadratic integer u + vto is prime to Pk unless u and v are both divisible by p.
The number of residues in G is therefore p2k~2(p2 -1 ).
If k > 1, the residues 1 + p(u + vat) obviously form a Sylow subgroup 77 of order p2k~2 comprising all the elements whose periods are powers of p.
Since d, the discriminant of the field, is a non-square modulo p, the congruence x2 -d = 0 (mod p) is irreducible and defines a Galois field of order p2 whose elements may therefore be concretely represented by a complete system of residues u + veo with respect to the modulus (p, pen ).
But these residues, excepting 0, are precisely the elements of the group G in the case k = 1 ; hence the latter is a cyclic group of order p2 -1.
30. Therefore any complete system of residues with respect to a prime ideal P of the second grade constitutes a Galois field F of order p2. It goes without saying that a complete system of residues with respect to a prime ideal of the first grade may also be looked upon as a Galois field of order p, and that with respect to a composite ideal the residues do not form a field at all. Let 8X he a primitive root of the Galois field F, or in other words a generator of the group G, mod P. With respect to the modulus Pk, t)f~l will be of period a power of p, say p\ and 8 = 8'" will be of period p2 -1. We shall therefore choose S to be a generator of the group G, mod Pk. In order to generate the entire group, it will only be necessary in addition to find generators of the subgroup 77.
At this point two cases must be distinguished, the case p > 2 in which G is of type 8, and the case p = 2 in which G is of type 9.
Type 8. p > 2.
31. In this case 77 is evidently generated by the two independent elements 1 + p, and 1 + peo, both of period pk~l ; hence the entire group G, if ¿> 1, has the three indejtendent generators S, 1 + p, and 1 +pco, whose periods are jf -1, pk~x, and pk~l, respectively.
The elements having rational residues form a subgroup of order pk~x(p -1) generated by 8,,+ 1 of period p -1, and 1 + p of period pk~l.
It is easy to see that the system of residues of the form 1 + piu + p'vco, where i andj are fixed exponents such that 1 = i = k and 1 =j = k, constitute a group (a subgroup of 77 of order p2k-'-J ), if and only if i = 2j.
An element a is of period p* (i < k), if and only if it is expressible in the form a = 1 +p!i~i(u + V(o) (modP*), where u and v are not both divisible by p.
Type 9. , p = 2.
32. Iii this case m = 5 (mod 8), co=±(l + Am), Pk=(2k, 2kco), and <&(Pk) = 22k~2 -S. In the subgroup 77 whose elements are of the form 1 + 2 ( u + veo ), the rational elements 1, 3, • • •, 2k -1, which are now the only rational elements in the entire group G, ave generated as usual by -1 and 5 ; but the irrational element 1 + 2ta will no longer serve as the additional generator of 77, as it is not independent of the rational elements. Now if k > 2, 1 + 4ca is plainly of period 2k~2 and independent of the rational elements, so that -1,5, and 1 + 4ca generate just half of II. Since m, being a non-square (mod 8), is of period 27i~2 (¿> 2), Am = -l + 2ta is an irrational element of period 2k~x independent of -1 and 1 + 4ta. So 77 is generated by Am, -1, and 1 + 4ta, if k > 2, and evidently by Am and -1, if k = 2.
Summing up, we may say that if P is a prime ideal of the second grade whose norm is 4, then in the group of reduced residues, mod Pk, the element 8 defined in § 30 is an independent generator of period 3 ,• ;'/' k > 1 the elements Am and -1 are independent generators of periods 2k~l and 2, respectively ; and if k > 2, 1 + 4ca is an independent generator of period 2k~2.
33. It may easily be proved that every residue of the form 1 + 2k~' ( u + veo ), where i < k and where u and v are not both even, is of period 2*, except in the case where i = k -1, u is odd, and v is even.
While the generator 8 must in general be determined separately for each value of k, there is one simple case in which the same determination of 8 will hold for all values of k. Namely, if m = -3, -to = -J( 1 + V-3) is of period 3 irrespective of k, and can be taken to be the generator 8. 34. Examples.
To illustrate type 8, we take m = -1, p = 3 , and therefore eo = A-l. Pk = (Sk,Skto). When k=l, G is cyclic, of order 8, and generated by 8 = 1 + to. When k = 2, 8, = 1 + co is of period 24, 8 = 8| = -2 + 2ta is of period 8, and G, of order 72, is generated by 8, 4, and 1 + 3<a, the last two being of period 3 ; the rational residues are generated Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 13 by 8* = -1 and 4 ; the powers of 8 are 1 = 1, 8=-2 + 2<a, To illustrate type 9, we take m = -3 and therefore to = ¿ ( 1 + V -3 ) and P7i = (24, 2''o)). When k = 2, G is of order 12 and is generated by 8 = -to, e = A -3, and 6 = -1, of periods 3,2, and 2, respectively ; written out in full, it is 1 = 1, e« -1 + 2«, b=-l, eb = l + 2co, 8= -co, 8e = 2-co, 85 = co, 8eb = 2 + co, (mod P2).
B2=-l + to, B2emm-l-to, B2b = l-co, B2eb = l+co, When k = 3, G is of order 48 and is generated by 8 = -co of period 3, V -3 of period 4, -1 of period 2, and 1 + 4<a of period 2. 35. For convenience of reference we shall now exhibit in tabular form the principal results already obtained, namely those relating to the nine types of groups, mod Pk, and in addition, for the sake of completeness, those relating to two other types, the tenth and eleventh, to be treated in § § 46-51.
Modulus A = Pk. I. P unambiguous, of the first grade ; PP' = (p), (d/p) = 1. Type 1. 7i>2,?« = l,2,or3(mod4).
P=(p,ax + eo),Pk=(pk, ak+co), ep(Pk)=pk-1(p-l).
Elements u = l, 2, •••, pk-l; u ^j= 0 (modp). Generators f, defined in § 5, and 1 + p ; periods p -1 and pk~x.
Type 2. ^ = 2,»i = l (mod 8). P=(2, ta), P*=(2\ ak+co), «D(P*) = 24-1. License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Type 4. p = 3 and m = -3 (mod 9). P = (3, cox), Pk = (Sr, 3'«,), <J>(P4) = 3'i-'-2. Elements a=u+vAm; u=l, 2, ■ ■ -, 3r-1; m^O ( mod 3 ) ; v = 0, 1, • • •, 3' -1. Generators -1, X, defined in §17, 4, and 1 + 3 Am ; periods 2, 3, S'-1, and 3s"1, if k > 1 ; 2 , 1, 1, and 1, if k = 1. l\.p = 2.
Type 5. wi = 2(mod4).
P= ( 2, Am), Pk = (2r, 2» Am), <P(Pk) = 2*"1.
Elements ot= m + u Vm; w=l, 3, • • -, 2r-1 ; w=0, 1, • • -, 2"-1. Generators 1 + Am, -1, and 5 ; periods 2', 2, and 2r_2, if ¿>2; 2, 1, and 1, if £ = 2. Type 6. »i = 3 (mod 8). P=(2,1+ Am), P"=(2r, 2"+2'Am), Í»(P*)=2*~I. 2r-\ 2s~l, and 2, if k>4; 2r, 2"\ and 1, if k= 2, 3, or 4. Type 7. »i = 7 (mod 8). P=(2,1+ Am), P"=(2r, 2'+ 2" Am), c&(P")=2k-1.
Elements a = u + vAm, as in type 6. Generators il, defined in § 26, 1 + 2 Am, and 5 ; periods 4, 2'"1, and 2r"2, if k > 2 ; 2, 1, and 1, if k = 2 .
III. P of the second grade ; P = (p), (d/p) = -1. Type8 . p> 2, mm 1, 2, or 3 (mod 4). P = (p, peo), Pk =(pk, pka>), et>(Pk)=p2k-2(p2-l). Elements a=u + vto; u, v=0, 1, ■■-, 2>k-1 ; u and v not both = 0 (mod^j). Generators 8, defined in § 30, l+2>, and 1 + peo ; periods p2 -1, pk~l, and pk~x.
Type 9. p = 2, »i = 5 (mod 8). P = (2, 2ca), P"=(2", 2kco), <î>(P") = 22A'-2 ■ 3. -1, and 1 + 4ca ; periods 3 , 2'-1, 2, and 2'£"2, if k > 1 ; 3, 1,1, and 1, if k = 1.
Modulus A = P'P'\ P +-P. 2'-' -1 : u + v =i (mod 2). Generators -1, 8, defined in § 50, 5, and 1 + 2 Am; periods 2,2, 24"2, and 2""2.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Modulus any Composite Ideal.
36. Having found the structure of the group G in every case in which the modulus is a power of a prime ideal, we now have sufficient material at hand for constructing the group in the general case in which the modulus is any composite ideal whatever. This is easily accomplished in a similar manner to that used in the rational number-field. * Let A = P\l ■ ■ ■ P'f be any ideal whose distinct prime factors are P,, • • -, Pn. Then the order of the group G formed by a reduced system of residues with respect to the modulus A is 4>( A ) = <Ï>(PJ'>) • • • <t>(P^") and the group itself is the direct product of « subgroups G¡ (i = 1, •••,«), each of which is simply isomorphic with a corresponding group Gn whose elements form a reduced system of residues, mod P'f Every quadratic integer a, prime to A, uniquely determines n residues ax, ■■■, a , belonging respectively to Gx, ■ ■ ■ GH, which satisfy the congruences (10) a ss ax ( mod Pf> ), ■ ■ •, aman( mod Pf ).
When every residue a. ranges over the elements of its group G¡, a, determined uniquely by congruences (10), will range once and only once over all the elements of the group G.
When every a = 1 (j + i), and a. ranges over the elements of its group Gn a will range over the elements of the subgroup Gi (i= 1, ■■-,n).
37. Let X., p., etc., be a complete set of independent generators of the group G¡(i= 1, • •-, «), and let their periods be If mf etc., respectively. Then every element a. of Gi is expressible in the form a. = \!.'p,"f ■ • • (mod Ff), where the exponents I., m., etc., are residues with respect to the corresponding periods, I'., m'., etc.
The congruences (10) Cyclic Groups.
38. If the group G, whose modulus is the ideal A, can be generated by a single element r¡ and is therefore cyclic, « is said to be a primitive root of A.
The number of primitive roots of A , if there is one such, is (/>[ <£> ( A )] , where ejt is Eider's (^-function.
If G is not cyclic, A does not possess primitive roots. The object of this part of the paper, § § 38-45 inclusive, is to enumerate all the cases in which G is cyclic and to give at least one primitive root in every case.
G will be cyclic, (1) if there is only one independent generator, and (2) if the periods of each pair of independent generators are relatively prime. In examining for cyclic groups, therefore, it will be well to note (1) that p> and ^3-1 are relatively prime, (2) if p is an odd prime, p -1 and jf -1 are even, and (3) if p > 3, p2 -1 is divisible by 3. In this case G is of type 1 and is cyclic for all values of k.
We choose as primitive root of A the rational integer_/'( 1 +p), of period ]f"~' (p-l ), where/"is defined in § 5.
(«,) p = 2, m = 1 (mod 8). Here G is of type 2 and is cyclic, only if k = 2 or 1.
Modulus P2 = (4, 2a + co). Primitive root -1, of period 2. Modulus P = (2, co). Primitive root 1, of period 1. This case would be trivial except for its application to Case II. G is of type 6 or 7 and is cyclic, when k = 3, 2, or 1.
Modulus P3 = (4, 2 + 2 Am). Primitive root Am, of period 4. Modulus P2 = (2, 2 + 2 Vra). Primitive root -Vm, of period 2. Modulus P= (2, 1 + Arm). Primitive root 1, of period 1.
(c) Ideal P of the second grade.
G is of type 8 or 9 and is cyclic only when k = 1. Modulus P = (p, |ica). Primitive root 8, defined in § 30, of period p2 -1. In the two simplest cases in which p = 3 and p = 2, 8 can be found easily by means of a formula.
Namely, if p = 3, 1 + Am is always a primitive root of P, of period 8, and if m = l (mod 4), to = J(l + Am) is also a primitive root ; again, if p = 2 and therefore m = b (mod 8), to = 1(1 + Am) is a primitive root of P, of period 3. 40 . Summarizing these results, we observe first that G is always cyclic when the modulus is the first power of P whether P is of the first or second grade. This agrees with the well-known fact that every prime ideal possesses primitive roots.
Next we observe that when P is a prime ideal-of the first grade, whether ambiguous or not, P2 as well as P possesses primitive roots ; and when P is an ambiguous prime whose norm is 2, and m = 3 (mod 4), then P, P2, and P3 all have primitive roots.
Finally, the only case in which Pk has primitive roots for all values of k is that in which P is an unambiguous prime of the first grade whose norm p exceeds 2 .
Case II.
Cyclic Groups with Modulus Divisible by Two Distinct Prime Ideals; A = P'Q1.
41. To obtain the moduli that come under this case, we multiply together any two (more than two are evidently impossible) prime-power moduli coming under Case I, which occur for the same value of m and which are so related that the periods of their primitive roots are relatively prime.
If P* and Q' are two such moduli, and if p, of period r, and o-, of period s, are a pair of their respective primitive roots, then a primitive root t¡ of the modulus A = P'Q1 is defined by the congruences « = p ( mod Pk ), v = a ( mod Q' ).
For, since r and s are relatively prime, « is of period rs. 42. Examining the moduli of case 1, we find that they fall into three classes: first, those whose primitive roots are of period 3, namely those for which P is of the second grade, p = 2, k = 1, and therefore m -5 ( mod 8 ) ; second, those whose primitive roots are of period 1, namely those for which P is of the first grade, p = 2, k = 1, and therefore m=l,2,3,6,or7( mod 8 ) ; and third, those whose primitive roots are of even period, namely all the remainder of the moduli.
Now it is clear that for a given value of m there exists just one modulus (or at most two, in a certain exceptional case) of either the first or second class, and an infinite number of moduli of the third class.
But the product of two moduli of the third class will not have primitive roots.
Therefore, to obtain a modulus having primitive roots we are restricted (with one exception) to multiplying a modulus of the third class by the particular modulus of the first or second class that happens to exist for the given value of m. Subcase IIa. m = 5 (mod 8).
43. In this case there exists a modulus of the first class, namely a prime ideal Q = (2, 2ea) of the second grade having a primitive root co = J( 1 + Am) of period 3. We proceed to construct moduli of the form Pk Q by selecting from the third class an ideal Pk such that p > 2 and the period of its primitive roots is not divisible by 3. If p is a primitive root of Pk, then the congruences v = p (mod Pk), r) = co (mod Q) determine a primitive root n of PkQ.
(a) Ideal P unambiguous, of the first grade, (m/p) = 1.
(ax) p>S,p = 2 (mod 3), P" = (p'\ ak + co ). Modulus P* Q = (2pk, 2ak+ 2ca). Primitive root « =/(l + p) + epk + ak + co of period Spk~l(p -1 ), where/ is defined in § 5, and e = 0 or 1 according as ak is even or odd.
(a2) p = S, m = 13 (mod 24), P= (3, to).
Modulus PQ = (6, 2ca). Primitive root « = 2 + to of period 6. (bx) p>S,p = 2 (modS),P = (p,ip-i + co),P2=(p,pco).
Modulus P2Q = (2p, 2pco). Primitive root r¡ = (2g + p)co (see §11) of period Sp(p -1 ).
Modulus PQ = (2p, p -1 + 2ca). Primitive root « = g + ep + \(p -1) + co of period 3 (p -1 ), where e = 0 or 1 according as g + J (p -1 ) is even or odd.
(62) p = S,m = -3 (mod 24), P=(3, 1 +«). Modulus PQ = (6, 2 + 2w). Primitive root « = to, of period 6. (c) Ideal P of the second grade. p = S,m = 5 (mod 24), P=(3, 3ca).
[April Subcase II6. m = 1, 2, 3, 6, or 7 (mod 8).
44. In this case there exists a modulus of the second class, namely a prime ideal Q = (2, b + co) of the first grade, having a primitive root 1 of period 1. Any modulus of the form PkQ for which P* belongs to the third class and p > 2 will obviously have a primitive root n whose period is equal to that of the primitive roots of Pk.
If p is one of the latter, then v can be defined by the congruences V m p (mod Pk), v = l(modQ).
(a) Ideal P unambiguous, of the first grade, p > 2, P* = (pk, ak + co).
Modulus PkQ = ( 2pk, bk + co). Primitive root n =f( l+p)+pk (see § 5), of period p>k~x (p -1 ) •
In the two remaining cases, in which P is ambiguous or of the second grade, it is evident that « will be equal to p or p + p ; therefore in every case n = p + ep, where e = 0 or 1. 45. This is the exceptional case mentioned in § 42, in which the modulus is divisible by two distinct conjugate primes P and P'. P is therefore an unambiguous prime of the first grade, p = 2, and m = 1 (mod 8). P = (2, to) and P' = (2,to'). Modulus P2P'= (4, 2ta). Primitive root -1, of period 2. Modulus PP' = (2, 2co). Primitive root 1 , of period 1.
We have now exhausted all the possible cases of cyclic groups.
Modulus (pk) = Ph Fk.
46. A rational prime/), considered as a principal ideal (p), may be either a prime ideal of the second grade, or the square of an ambiguous prime of the first grade, or finally the product of an unambiguous prime of the first grade and its conjugate.
The corresponding group of residues with respect to the modulus (pk) has been considered for the first two cases in § §29-34 and 7-28, respectively.
For the last case, in which the modulus contains two distinct conjugate primes, the general procedure of § § 36, 37 is applicable, but a special direct method will now be developed, giving simpler results.
Let P be any unambiguous prime ideal of the first grade and F its conjugate ; then ( d/p ) = 1, and PP' = (p ) « (p, pco ). Let A = pkp,k= ,pk^ = Q,*^*«,â nd let G be the group of residues prime to the modulus A. G will be of two distinct types, depending on the value of p.
Continuing the former numbering, we shall call them types 10 and 11.
The results to be obtained have already been tabulated in § 35.
Type 10. p>2.
47. In this case m may be = 1, 2, or 3 (mod 4), and P = (p, ax + co), P' = (p, ax + co).
If m = 2 or 3 (mod 4), ca = Am, co = -Am, and, putting ax = a, we have Instead of writing the elements of G in the form u + veo, it will be allowable and convenient, exactly as in the similar case of § 10, to write them in the form u + v Am, where u and v are rational integers, residues with respect to the modulus p>h ■ Since every element u + v Am must be prime to P and also to P', therefore in view of (11) and (12) u and v must satisfy the condition u ^ =fc av (nxodp). This gives p2k~2 (p -1 )2 as the order of the group, in accord with the value of <t> ( A ) and also with the fact (see § 36) that G is the direct product of two cyclic subgroups of order pk~x (p -1 ), which are simply isomorphic with groups whose moduli are Pk and P", respectively.
48. As generators we could choose two independent elements of period pk"x(p -1), but we shall rather, in accordance with our former rule, choose four independent generators, two of period pt -1 and, if k > 1, two others of period pk~l.
It is obvious that the two latter can be chosen to be 1 + p and 1 + p Am, and that they generate a subgroup If, of order p2k~2,, comprising the residues 1 + pu + pv Am, where u and v range from 0 to pk~x -1.
Let A be a rational residue of period p -1, like the generator f in type 1 ( § 5), and let Ç be a residue, necessarily irrational, satisfying the congruences (13) Ç= h(modP"), K = 1 (mod P'k).
Then £ is also of period/) -1 and is evidently independent of h (cf. § 37).
a. ranum: congruent [April Fence G is generated by the following four elements : h and Ç, both of period p -1, and if k > 1, 1 + p and 1 + pAm, both of period pk~x. The rational residues are generated by 1 + p and h ; if we add to the rational residues the rational multiples of Am, we obtain a subgroup of order 2pk~x(p-1), which is generated by 1+p, h, and ÇV*~l\ Every residue of period p' (0<¿<&) is of the form 1 + pk~l(u + vAm), where u and v are not both divisible by p.
49. Example. Let m=-1, p = b, and k=l; then P = (5, 2 +i), P' = (5, 2-i), A = PP' = (5, 5i), and ®(A) = 16. The elements of G are u + vi, where u, y = 0, ± 1, ±2, and u =\= ± 2t> (mod 5). Its generators are h = 2 and f= -1 + i, defined by (13), both of period 4. In terms of /* and f, G may be written out, as follows :
If we had used the general method of § 37, the generators would have been -1 + i and -1 -i. Type 11. p=2.
50. In this case m = 1 (mod 8), P = (2, e») -(2, J + | Am), and P'=(2, co') = (2, l-iAm); also A = (2", 2k co)=(2k ,2k~x + 2k~x Am~).
Since the residues u + vAm are subject to the condition u^v (mod 2), it follows that either u is odd and v even, or u is even and v odd.
Except for this restriction ti ranges from 0 to 2k -1 and v ranges from 0 to 2k~x -1. G is therefore of order 22''-2, which agrees with the value of <Î>(A).
If &> 1, the residues for which u is odd and v even, namely those of the form 1 + 2u + 2v Am, obviously constitute a subgroup 77 of index 2 and order 22/'~3. 77 is generated by the rational residues and the irrational residue 1 + 2 Am = -1 + 4ca, of period 2*~2 ; and the former are generated, as usual, by -1 and 5, of periods 2 and 2,i_2, respectively.
Finally, G is generated by 77 and a single element 6 of period 2 of the form 2w + (2v + l)Am; if k > 2, 6 can be chosen in eight different ways, the simplest of which is the following : (14) 6 = xAm, where a; is a root of the congruence (15) mx2 = 1 (mod 2*).
This congruence can always be solved for x, since m, being congruent to 1 ( mod 8 ), is necessarily a square, mod 2l'( k > 2 ) ; if k = 2, the same is true. Therefore, if k > 1, 6 is a generator of period 2 of the required form. Summing up, we may say that the grotqt G of reduced residues with res2>ect to the modulus (2k) = P'P" is of order 1, if k = 1 (cf. § 45, cyclic groups) ; if k > 1, it has the two independent generators -1, of pteviod 2, and 8 defined by (14) and (15), also of period 2 ; if i > 2, it has the two additional independent generators 5 and 1 + 2 V»i, both of period 2k~2. The residues 1 + 4u +2vAm evidently form a subgroup of order 22'*-4 generated by 5 and 1 +2 Am.
51. Example. If m = -7 and k = S, then P=(2, J + |-V^7) and A = P3P'3 = (8, 4 + 4 A -7 ). G is of order 16 and is generated by the four independent elements «=-1,6 = 5,0 = A -7, and X = 1 + 2 V -7, all of period 2. Thus : 1 = 1, 8= APt, X=l + 2V-7, 8\ = 2+A-1, a = l, «0 = 4 + 3 V-7, «X = 3 + 2V-7, «0\ = 2 + 3V^7, . ,
(mod P'T"3). 6 = 5, 60=4+V-7, 6X=5 + 2V-7, 60a==6 + V-7, «6 = 3, «60=3 V-7, «6X=7 + 2V-7, «60X=6 + 3V^7, Considerations of Rationality.
52. We shall now take up certain considerations of rationality that naturally give rise to two special kinds of moduli.
Let A = (gl, hi + leo) be any ideal in the number-field k(V?w); then A = AXA2, where -4j=(Z)and A2=(g, h+co).
Thus At is a rational principal ideal and A2 will be called a completely irrational ideal, because it contains no rational factors. If the unit ideal (1) is regarded as belonging to both classes, then every ideal whatever can be factored in one and essentially only one way into two factors, one of which is a rational principal ideal and the other a completely irrational ideal. Evidently the norm of A is «(^1) = gl2, and n(Af) = Z2, n(Af) = g.
Let us examine the character of the prime factors of Ax and of A2. Since a completely irrational ideal A., cannot be divisible by a prime of the second grade, or by a power of an ambiguous prime of the first grade higher than the first, or finally by the conjugate of any of its unambiguous prime factors of the first grade, and since the converse evidently holds, therefore A2 is characterized by being expressible in the form In other words, an ideal Ax is a rational 2>rincipal ideal if, and only if, its unambiguous prime factors of the first grade enter in pairs of conjugates and its ambiguous prime factors are raised to even powers.
We now turn to the consideration of the groups whose moduli are Ax and A2, respectively, and their special peculiarities.
It is obvious that the group whose modulus is AXA2 is not, in general, the direct product of two subgroups simply isomorphic with the groups whose moduli are Ax and A2, respectively.
Modulus a completely irrational ideal.
54. First, let G be the group of reduced residues with respect to a completely irrational modulus A2 = (g, h + co) whose prime factors are given by formula (16). Evidently g = n(A2) = 21*1 ■ • • p"ii-qx ■ ■ ■ q., and the order of G is c£(A2)= cb(g) = eb\_n(A2)]. Now since the coefficient of co in the canonical form of A2 is 1, the elements of G all have rational residues and G is simply isomorphic with the group of rational residues, mod g.
Conversely, if A. is not completely irrational, the elements of G cannot all have rational residues. For by reference to the groups of types 8-11, and to those groups of types 3-7 in which k y> 1, we see that they all contain elements whose residues are necessarily irrational.
We have therefore proved the following theorem :
A necessary and sufficient condition that the elements of a group of quadratic integers with respect to an ideal modulus all have rational residues is that the modulus be a completely irrational ideal.
Modulus a rational principal ideal.
55. Again, consider the group G of reduced residues with respect to a rational principal ideal Ax = (l, Ito) whose prime factors are given by formula (17).
In this case the group is of peculiar interest because its elements can be defined without using the language of ideals at all. Thus the congruence a + bio = a + b'to ( mod A, ) is equivalent to the pair of rational congruences a = 11, 6 = 6' (mod I), and the quadratic integer « + 6ca will be prime to the ideal Ax if, and only if, it is prime to the rational integer Z. Therefore G is really the group of classes of congruent quadratic integers with respect to a rational modulus I.
56. In order to determine its structure when the field k( Am) and the rational integer Z are given, we proceed as follows.
First factor Z and classify its prime factors into ^>'s, ç's, and r's in such a way that d, the discriminant of the field, is a square with respect to every p, a multiple of every q, and a non-square with respect to every r (if p = 2 or r = 2, d is a square or non-square, respectively, with respect to 8, instead of 2), or, briefly, so that (d/p) = 1, (d/q) = 0, and (d/r) = -1 for every p, q, and r, respectively.
Suppose the result to be
Then the prime factors of the ideal Ax will be precisely those given by (17), since Z2 is the norm of A x, and since the unambiguous primes of the first grade enter in pairs of conjugates. Now determine the groups whose moduli are the prime-power factors of Ax, except that simplicity will be gained by substituting for the pair of groups of types 1 or 2, whose moduli are Pxl and ( P'x )"', respectively, the single group of type 10 or 11, whose modulus is (P1P¡)"1, and by doing the same in the case of the other P's.
Find the generators, therefore, of the groups of types 10 and 11, whose moduli are (PxP'x)'il, etc., of the groups of types 3-7, whose moduli are Q'f1, etc., and of the groups of types 8 and 9, whose moduli are Iff, etc. Finally, find the corresponding generators of the group G, whose modulus is (1), by using the method of § 37.
In this way we obtain a confíete set of independent generators of any group of quadratic integers, whose modulus is a rational integer.
57. Example 1. In the field k(A-35) find the group G whose modulus is the rational principal ideal Ax = (30). Here co = J(l + V-35), Z = 30, d = -35, and the elements of G are residues a + bio, mod 30, namely those which are prime to 30. Since 30=3-5-2, and («73) = 1, (d/5) = 0, (d/2 ) = -1, therefore p = 3, q = 5, and r = 2 ; consequently (3) = PF, (5) = Q2, (2) = B, and (30) = PF Q2 B. The group whose modulus is PF is of type 10 and is generated by -1 and -1 -to, both of period 2 : the group whose modulus is Q2 is of type 3 and is generated by 2, of period 4, and 2<a, of period 5 ; the group whose modulus is B is of type 9 and is generated by co, of period 3. The corresponding generators, Xx, p,x, X.,, p2, X3, of G itself are therefore defined by the congruences X, a -1 (mod 3) m 1 (mod 5) = 1 (mod 2) px = -1 -CO " =1 " =1 " X2 = 1 = 2 = 1 » p., = 1 " m 2ta " = 1 "
A. RANUM: congruent quadratic integers
The simplest solutions of these congruences are Xl = ll, iix = 11 -lOco, X2 = 7, p2 = -5 + 12ca, X3 = 16 + 15a>. These are therefore independent generators of G and their periods are 2, 2, 4, 5, and 3, respectively ; G is of order 240. Mod PP', the group is of type 10 and is generated by 2 and 1 + co ; mod Q2, the group is of type 7 and is generated by co ; mod B, the group is of type 8 and is generated by 1 + co. G is of order 256, and is generated by X, = 7, p,l = 1 + 6ca, X2 = 16 + 15ca, X3 = 1 + lOca, whose periods are 4, 4, 2, and 8, respectively. It is to be noticed that out of the 900 residues a + bco, mod 30, those which are prime to 30 form two entirely different groups in these two examples, groups which differ in their elements, their orders, their generators, and their invariants.
Even residues that are common to the two groups are not necessarily of the same period ; e. g., the generator 16 + 15«a, which is of period 3 in the first example, is of period 2 in the second.
58. Since completing the above paper I have found in § § 96-98 of the third volume of Weber's Algebra, which was published last year, some results that are rather closely connected with § § 52-57 of this paper.
The immense advantage gained by the theory of numbers from a liberal use of the group concept has been clearly shown by Weber throughout his Algebra (as well as by Bachmann in his books and by G. A. Miller in his memoirs) ; and although the particular kind of group that I have here investigated is, I believe, entirely new, still Weber approaches very close to it in § 98 of the third volume.
His groups O, O', and Oa ave of infinite order, but the quotient-group 0/ O0 is of finite order and is a special case of my group G, namely the case in which the modulus is a rational principal ideal ; and the quotient-group O' / O0 is the subgroup of G whose elements have rational residues.
Moreover, his "primary ideals," of § 97, are my'"completely irrational ideals" of § 52, and his "4. Satz," page 354, is practically the same as my theorem of § 54.
Cornell University, July, 1909.
